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TOKAMAK TRANSMUTATION OF (NUCLEAR) WASTE (TTW): PARAMETRIC STUDIES

E. T. Cheng R.A. Krakowski Y.-K. M. Peng
TSI Research, Inc. Los Alamos National Laboratory Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Solana Beach, Ca 92075 Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8071

ABSTRACT nuclear weapons program. 4 While lumped under the
category of "waste," it should be emphasized that both

Radioactive waste generated as part of the plutonium from dismantled nuclear weapons, as well as
commercial-power and defense nuclear programs can be plutonium in spent commercial fuel (SCF), can be
either stored or transmuted. The latter treatment requires considered a national energy resource.

a capital-intensive neutron source and is reserved for
particularly hazardous and long-lived actinide and fission- Methods for dealing with the radioactive wastes are
product waste. A comparative description of fusion-based expressed hierarchically in Fig. 1 where the top-level
transmutation is made on the basis of rudimentary choice is one between storage (including geological
estimates of ergonic performance and transmutation disposal) and transmutation; included in most cases is
capacities versus inventories for both ultra-low-aspect- some form of chemical separation or partitioning. The
ratio (spherical toms, ST) and conversional (aspect-ratio) combined partitioning and transmutation option generally
tokamak fusion-power-core drivers. The parametric will require some form of monitored-retrieval storage.

systems studies reported herein provides a preamble to Neutrons required for actinide or LLFP transmutation can
more-detailed, cost-based systems analyses, be generated from a (critical) fission reactor or from a

driven (subcritical) assembly. Both thermal and epi-
I. INTRODUCTION thermal fission reactors are being considered for the

former, whereas the TTW being considered here competes

A. Background in the driven, subcritical class with accelerator-driven
spallation/evaporation (Accelerator Transmutation of

The results are reported from a parametric analysis of Waste, ATW) neutron sources. 5 The distinction between

tokamak magnetic fusion confinement systems used as a the accelerator-driven systems revolves primarily around
source of 14.1-MeV DT neutrons to drive nuclear the choice of target and (liquid-fuel) blanket concept. For
transmutation in a blanket containing actinides (ACT) and the fusion-driven transmuter, the choice revolves first

long-lived fission products (LLFP). The low-fusion-gain around the confinement scheme (only magnetically

tokamak, Qp = PFUS/PINJ - 0.1-1.0 (PFus - fusion confined systems are being considered here), with the
power, PINJ - injected heating power) would be based on choice of the tokamak further evolving into choices
technology and physics being developed for near-term, between conventional and improved [e.g., second-stability
next-step devices like the Tokamak Physics Experiment region (SSR) or spherical tokamak (ST)] configurations.

1 6(TPX) 1 or the more-advanced but geometrically more Consideration of either neutral-bearn/p asma-target or
favorable (i.e., compact) spherical-toms (ST) tokamak. 2 accelerator-driven muon-catalyzed fusion systems 7 in
The near-term target fe: _his Tokamak Transmutation of some sense connects the fusion-based and accelerator-
Waste (TTW) system would be primarily the U.S., based neutron sources.
radioactive waste inventories generated by both the
commercial and defense nuclear sectors. 3 To these

By focusing on the TTW, this scoping analysis begins
wastes could be added the recently projected availability far down the hierarchical chain depicted on Fig. 1.
of- 50 tonne of excess weapons plutonium from the U.S.



, ,, ,, generated neutrons is as an alternative (or at least an
AcTmm_ScAcr_aFmsx°spa°vucTs_r_ca_ ameliorating agent) to irretrivable deep-geological

• SpentCommercial Fuel (SCF) (b)

• we,po,.p,ute,_m disposal. The use of thermonuclear-fusion-produced
• High'LevelWute(HL_"'! neutrons from deuterium-tritium (DT) reactions has been
• TranaxranicWa_(TRU)(d) suggested over a decade ago. 9 More recently, the use of• Low.Level Waste (LLW) (e)

• Com,,e,,_,-,V,_nm_r,t,,,T,a_,,cUMr_"_ magnetic-fusion devices currently on the drawing
boards 1,2 to transmute LLFPs and to fission actinides has

been suggested. 10'11 Whereas earlier proposals to use
t ........... ,, t .......

I I Pa'_°n_' I fusion as a source of transmutation neutrons required aGeological (GS) &/or Transmuta_on (PT)
Mo,_to_dR,_v.b_, level of plasma performance that even today are not

sto,_,e_M,_S_ I within reach, the more recent proposal to use a tokamak-

I based confinement device that presently is in a "design-to-
t •uc_n_a"_"_*m'op_"_ ' build" phase 1'2 may place the TTW within a more

contemporary developmental time frame, as far as the
i , # driver is concerned. Other issues, therefore, would prevail

I Ftstdon Reactorll I [ AsmsmbliNID'i'nSub_'_tic"111 in assessing the attractiveness of electrically drivenneutron generation, including: a) configuration as related
r'-"'-" - - -_ both to flux versus actinide/LLFP inventory; b) relative

operational and capital costs; c) relative readiness for,,

'_'°" IISystem| I technical exploitation; d)extendibility and applicability to[<LWr,,OC_,) I _'_,'_AaC, energy-related needs other than nuclear-waste disposal;

//_]"_! "_-I _, ' _ and e) operability issues related to separability of high-• Aq,_o_,.S,,_',-yn,,_*., [Tok,m,k ! technology subsystems from nuclear subsystems.
Molten.Salt BlanketJ
Ot_er __ _ t

T B. Scope
(b) Irradiated fuel dtscharpd permanently

fromLWRl, GCRs, R&Droacters _ [..._,_,, The primary goal of the present study is to introduce
re) Highly radioactive material from spent- PX --

f,..,,.p,_,ce.._, L._ at a rudimentary level basic tokamak physics constraints
(d)z>92,>lOOnCi/g.>20-yrhalflife, and (plasma) system energy balances into earlier
(e) Any radioact/ve material not included as

flCF.HLW,TRU.orUMT neutronic scoping studies, 9"ql with a goal being a
(g)226Raand222Rn" broader, but still preliminary, assessment of the TTW.

Figure 1. Hierarchy of approaches being considered in Section II. describes a simplified tokamak plasma model,
dealing with radioactive waste, a generalized blanket neutron balance, and an overall

system power balance used for the TTW-specific

Generally, the performance of the accelerator-based and parametric analysis. These models are combined in a
fusion-based transmuter improves as the blanket neutron parametric format that extends the Ref.-10 parametric

multiplication, kef f, is increased. Operational and safety tradeoff studies of plasma Q-value, Qp = PFUS/PINJ, and
differences between a kef f >_ 0.95 and a critical fusion blanket neutron-energy multiplication-, MN. Results from
reactor are not addressed here, except to note the issues this Qp-M N parametric tradeoff model are given in Sec.
related to criticality safety, a more flexible neutron III. and include both power, blanket (inventory), and
balance, potential for higher averaged neutron flux (at the tokamak-physics constraints. Interim conclusions are
same limiting power density), a generally simpler summarized in Sec. IV.
transmutor (blanket, core) design, and flexibility in on-
line chemical processing, are reasons for pursuing the III. TOKAMAK MODEL
expectedly more expensive and (overall) more complex
driven subcritical assemblies. The tokamak-fusion-power-core (FPC, i.e., plasma

chamber, first wall, transmuting/fissioning/tritium-

For the purposes of this study, a focus is placed on breeding blanket, magnet shield, magnets, and all
the larger problem of SCF. An important option for the associated internal structure and coolants) parametric
disposition of weapons plutonium 8 is to "spoil" this description given in the Ref. 10 neutronics study has been
material by converting it to SCF in fission reactor; this extended to that described in Fig. 2. This FPC model can
procedure would add to the already large SCF inventory, be used for either a resistive toroidal-field (TF)-coil

Transmutation of SCF and LLFPs by electrically spherical-torus (ST) tokamak 11'12 or a more conventional
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Rx= RT'_aP electrical PET with efficiency r_TH. The fraction fAUX
_o_2_Aot" A=Rr/a_ of PET is required for all FPC and balance-of-plant (BOP)RMAG= RT + AS

needsother than the power PINJ, which is injected into
Figure 2. The TTW tokamak-based fusion-power-core the plasma, with an efficiency rllNJ. The total power

(FPC) model, circulated to drive the plant is Pc = PINJ/_INJ + PAUX,
and when expressed as a recirculating power fraction e =

(higher aspect-ratio, higher toroidal-field) superconduct- Pc/PET gives the net plant efficiency as rip ---(1 -e)rlTH;
ing (SC) TF-coil tokamak. For the ST/TTW case, of when rl is less than zero (for a given Q and MN), theP
which Fig. 2 is more representative, no shield (either plant is a net consumer of electrical ppower. The
inboard or outboard) is employed, and the configurational engineering Q-value, QE = l/e, expresses the
and equilibrium scaling applicable to the low-aspect-ratio "engineering gain" of the system in parallel with the

ST limit is used. 12 The higher-aspect-ratio (A = 3-4.5) "plasma gain," Qp. = PFus/PINJ. Table I lists all fixed
SC tokamak is modeled using a condensed version of the (input) values used in this analysis. The following

scaling given in Ref. 13 for first-stability-region physics, expression gives the recirculating power fraction, e:
Both ST/TTW and SC/TTW cases use only an outboard

transmutation blanket and an overall plant power balance e = @EE= fAUX+ 1 (1)depicted in Fig. 3. This plant power balance is adequate 1_THrlINJQp(0.gMN + 0.2 + l/Qp) '

for assessing the tradeoffs between MN, Qp, which for a

given(fixed)total thermal power, PTH =PFUS(0.gMN+ Along with the FPC mass power density, MPD

0.2 + l/Qp), can be used to estimate the parametric (kWe/tonne), QE, is an important measure of system

relationship between the fusion power, PFUS, Qp, and economics, particularily when viewed in a power-plant
MN; a tokamak plasma model, however, is needed to context.17

assess the realism of the physics needed to achieve a

given Qp in a given plasma confinement geometry and for B. Blanket Neutron Balance

a given PFUS. Intrinsic to the parametric systems model used to

A. Plant Power Balance evaluated the plasma and plant power balances (Fig. 3) is
a blanket neutron balance. A "point" neutron balance is

used to drive a simplified (one-dimensional, one-energy,The plasma depicted in Fig. 3 is sustained by an
diffusion theory) neutron transport model. Thisinjection power PINJ, and the fusion power is partitioned
parametric neutronics model is coupled and calibrated

between plasma-heating alpha-particle power, Pot, and the
with detailed (two-dimensional group, multi.-group)

power Pn carried by the 0.gEFU S = 14. I-MeV DT-fusion
transport calculations for the ST configuration. The

neutrons. The latter is multiplied through exoergic blan- neutron balance relates M N to: the blanket neutron
ket reactions by the factor MN, which without fission re- multiplication, keff; the actinide or LLFP transmutationo
actions has the value MN ~ 1.2-1.3. The power MNPn, rates, RACT,Fp(kg/yr); parasitic absorption in both

neutron moderator and structure, RMOD,STR; tritium-
along with the heating power Ptx + PINJ, which in turn is breeding rate, RT; and the neutron leakage fraction, 1 -

collected as plasma radiative, PRAD, and conduction/ PNL. The ratio of fusion power, PFUS = InEFUS e, to

convection, PTR, powers, is converted to a total (gross) fission power, PFIS = RACT EFIS e, where Ej(MeV) is



Table I. Summary of Fixed Input Parameters Used in Fusion-Power-Core (FPC) Parameters:
TTW Parametric Model Plasma scrape-off-layer thickness, 8SOL(m) 0.10

i
Plasma Parameters: Inboard shield standoff, ASLD(m) 0.00(1.00)

o

Plasma ion temperature, Ti(kev) 10. Outboard blanket thickness, ABLK(m) 0.00, (0.5)
Ion-to-electric temperature ratio, Ti/T e 0.98

Plasma aspect ratio, A 1.2(4.5) (a) Outboard shield thickness, A_LD(m) 0.00(l.00)
o,i

Plasma elongation at x-point, K:x 2.70(1.80) Outboard/inboard gap, A_Ap (m) 0.02/0.01
Plasma triangularity at x-point, 8x 0.57(0.70) TF-coil peak field, Bc(T) Var (12.0)

Equilibrium shift factor, As/2ap/A) 0.6 TF-coil current density, JTF(MA/m 2) 100.(30.)
Edge-plasma safety factor, q95 6.40(3.50) o

Blanket multiplication for (keff -- 0), MN 1.20Profile factor

• peak-to-average density, no/n 1.2 Tritium breeding ratio, TBR 1.10

• peak-to-average temperature, To/T 2.5 Neutron absorptions in structure, fSTR 0.05

• edge-to-average density, ns/n 0.23 Neutron absorptions in moderator, fMOD 0.005

Cq(b ) Capture-to-fission ratio for ACT "lump", o_ 1.60Equilibrium correction, 2.2(1.1) Average neutron yield per actinide fission, v 3.00
Troyon coefficient, CT(Tm/MA) 0.035 Neutron non-leakage probability, PNL 1.00

Fusion power profile factor, gDT 1.34(1.46) Actinide cross section, OACT(m2/1020) 36.0
Current-drive efficiency, _AJm2/W) 0.30x 1020 Structural cross section, OSTR(m2/1020) 0.185

Bootstrap current fraction, fBC 0.70 Moderator cross section Y_MOD(1/m) 0.0029
Greenwald limit, j_n e (10" 14Am) 0.37(0.56) Moderator diffusivity, D(m) 0.0398
Plasma radiation fraction, fRAD 0.10

Alpha-particle fraction in plasma, fo_ 0.05 Plant Parameters:

Impurity fraction in plasma, flMP 0.02 Total thermal power, PTH(MW) 3,000.

Impurity atomic number, ZIMP 8. Thermal-conversion efficiency, rlTH 0.40

Plasma effective atomic number, ZEFF 2.22 Gross electric power, PET(MWe) 1,200.

Ion-to-electron density ratio, ni/ne 0.84 Auxiliary power fraction,

Fuel-to-electron density ratio, nDT/ne 0.78 fAUX = PAux/PET 0.005

Fuel-to-ion density ratio, nDT/ni 0.93 Heating injection efficiency, 111NJ 0.60

Plasma scrape-off thickness, _iSOL(m) 0.10 (a) Values in parentheses are for the Sc/Trw case.

(b) q = Cqqa S/(I - e2); qaA = (5apS)B¢/l¢; S = _(1 + _:2)/2

the energy release per event and e = 1.602 x 10"19 J/eV, is PNL/(1 + o_), where o_ is the actinide capture-to-fission
approximated by the following expression: ratio:

RACT(I+ a) , (4)
PFIS EFIS 1 keff (2) f = RACT(1 + (t) + RST R + RMO D + R_ R TPFUS= EFUSv PNL 1 -- keff

The fusion-neutron multiplication in the presence of expressing the rate of LLFP transmutation, RFp, relative
fission is given by to RAC T, and introducing the tritium breeding ratio, TBR

---RT/I n, gives the following expression for keff:

MN = RHs/RFus + 0.8 E_s M_0.8 EN (3) TBR + fSTR+ fMOD-- 1
keff = TBR - (1 + O_+ RFv/RAcT)/VPNL (5)

= M_ + 1.25 E_s 1 keffEFUs VPNL1 - keff
This expression can be used in conjunction with Eq.

(3) to relate the capabilities to burn LLFPs, RFp/RAc T,Also, using the following expression for the thermal

utilization factor, f, in the definition of ke ff = v f to the need to breed tritium, TBR, for given values of MN



or kef f, and, most importantly, the average actinide, inner edge of the TF coil is A_l.r_+ A_,Ap+ _SOL' The

CACT(kg/m3), and inventory, IAcT(kg ) = CACTVBL K. major radius, RT, and the plasma elongation, _:, along

Key neutronics parameters are also listed in Table I. The with the specification of vertical standoffs for the

parametric dependence of e = l/Q E on MN and Qp[(Eq. divertors and a TF-coil circumferential shape factor,
(l)] is shown in Fig. 4, which also gives lines of constant complete the definition Gf the FPC geometry for the

purposes of the simplified model used herein. The size of14
plasma-confinement enhancement parameter, HIp, for the the TFC is determined by specifying the engineering

ST configuration and a fixed total thermal power PTH - current density in the inboard leg for both the ST and SC

3,000 MW. The PTH constraint applies only to the configurations, whereas the poloidal-field coils (PFCs)are
modeled as Helmholtz pairs. In addition, the peak TFC

evalution of the plasma model used to estimate the
parametric dependence of Hip. field is specified for the SC/TTW (Table I), whereas the

TF-coil field for the ST/TTW is limit through the plasma

0._a,_ toroidal field by enforcing an upper limit on the average
to ........ .....-_-_--=_--_........ _.--_' '_--_' _-_ fusion-neutron wall loading, Iw(MW/m2). Plasma powers

-_ ,o_ t.. _ .. i- ....... _._b;__ j--"_ and poloidal flux variations include corrections for plasma

It** "_" .--" "_"___t density and temperature profiles and three-dimensional
rd"_ _?....o____ t effects related to shifts in the magnetic axis. Significantly

>_ -'"" more detailed, geometrically exact, and physics-consistent_" models 15"16 can be used if more self-consistency in the,._.o

It __1 analyses of the TTW is warranted.m

the TTW computational algorithm developed for

d

.__-_'__ _ ...I"..7.-_ _ _ _ - " " "- The usual plasma relationships 13-17 form the basisthisOf

study to connect fundamental tokamak physics constraints

,_ _'l" to the otherwise general relationship between M N, Qp=,
0.z a , J _ t _ J, I _.... , , , , , ,, [ and QE (Fig. 4): specification of plasma aspect ratio,

t J.o too RT/a..; elongation, _ = b/a ; peak TF-coil magnetic field,p
FUSION-NEUTRON ENERGY MULTIPLICATION,M_ Be _r the SC/TTW or peak TFC-centerpost current

density for the ST/TTW; tokamak safety factor, q95,

Troyon stability coefficient, CT, plasma density-weighted

Figure 4. Dependence of plant performance, QE- l/e, on ion and electron temperatures, Ti,e; current-drive

plasma performance, Qp, and blanket performance, MN, efficiency corrected for bootstrap current, ),/(1 - fBC) "
with lines of constant confinement parameter, Hip. neRTI_/PcD; impurity and oc-particle fractions in the

plasma, flMP,_ to correct the above expressions for
C. Tokamak FPC Model excess electron density over ion density and excess ion

density over DT fuel density; plasma profile factors for

The plasma (Fig. 2) of (nominally) elliptical cross DT reactivity and (Bremsstrahlung) radiation, gDT,BR;

section, minor radius ap, half-height _ala, and aspect ratio and plasma radiation fraction, fRAD, based on flMP and

A - RT/ap, is surrounded by a transmutihg, fissioning, and Bremsstrahlung. These relationships together allows all
tritium-breeding blanket of thickness A_x. Only an remaining plasma parameters to be computed as a
outboard blanket is used, and, depending on whether a function of plasma minor radius, no. The on-axis toroidal
resistive TF-coil (low-A) ST/TTW or a superconducting magnetic field is determined from-the specified peak TF-
TF-coil (high-A) SC/TTW configuration is modeled, coil field and geometry for the SC/TTW or the specified

i.o TF-coil centerpost current density and geometry for theinboard and outboard TFC shielding of thicknesses Ash.r)
are incorporated into the radial build. For either case, ST/TTW. Specification of q95 and CT along with the
nominal gap distances, A_,°Ar,,are used. The FPC for the determined plasma magnetic fields yields the plasma
SC/'ITW is modeled as an ellipse, whereas relationships 12 current and beta, for a given geometry, from which the
more appropriate for the ultra-low-aspect-ratio ST/TTW total fusion power current-drive power, PCD, and plasma

are used. A plasma scrape-off layer of thickness _iSOL gain related to current drive, QCD - PFus/PcD >-Qp =
defines the standoff distance between the plasma PFus/PINJ, can be determined as a function of ap and A.
magnetic separatrix and the first wall, which has a minor This ala variation (for a given A) provides a means to vary
radius aw and a half height of bw ~ K:aw. The midplane parametrically the fusion power, PFUS, and, for a given
stand-off distance between the plasma and the inboard (model input) PTH, the expression PTH - PFUS(0'8MN +

0.2 + l/Qp) provides the variation of Qp with M N.



Hence, for a given ap (e.g., PFUS and required confine- neutron flux, <0> (n/m2/s), and average actinide
merit enhancement, HIp), the value of MN (e.g., keff) or concentration, CACT(kg/m3), in the blanket. Assuming

Qp required to assure the constraint on fixed PTH is met the blanket-volume-averaged neutron flux relative to the
can be determined. The above relationship gives the first-wall fusion-neutron source strength, S(1/m2/s) =

interconnectivity between ap(PFus), MN(keff), and Qp (< Iw/(0.8 EFUSe ), <0>/S, is known, the total blanket
QCD); this underlining interconnectivity then relates the actinide inventory, IAC T (kg) = CACTVBL K, can also be

two main components of the TTW evaluation', a) ap estimated parametrically with variations in MN and Q p.
(PFus) to basic plasma performance (e.g., beta, confine- This estimate is subject to uncertainties related to: a) the
ment enhancement, size, etc.); and b) MN(kef f) to basic <O>/S estimate based on homogeneous, one-group,
blanket performance (e.g., power density, actinide diffusion-theory assumption; an b) the approximate
inventories, etc.), expression used to estimate the blanket volume, VBLK; c)

the assumed one-dimensional (radial) character of the

The variation of key plasma parameters with ap, as problem; and d) the assumption of equilibrium (actinide)
evaluated by the above-described algorithm, is shown on isotopics.
Fig. 5 for the fixed ST/TTW and SC/'FI'W input listed on
Table I; this input is held fixed for all subsequent III. RESULTS

parametric variations of MN and Qp described in the
following section. Since the combinatton of the definition As described above, the fusion power, PFUS, for both

of q95 and the Troyon limit, gives q95 A _ ~ constant, 13 ST and SC configurations is varied through the plasma

for all cases reported here is a constant (13-- 0.027 for the minor radius, ap, (Fig. 5) for the fixed parameters listed in

SC/TTW and [3= 0.621 for the A - 1.2 ST/TTW). Table I. For each value of ap and PFUS, Qp is varied, and,
for the fixed total thermal power, PTH, the dependence of

For a given blanket multiplication, MN or kef f, and
system performance through e, QE, or rip = 1]TH(I - e) is

plasma radius, ap, both the fusion and fission power can determined as a function of Qp and MN (or keff). In

be separately determined from the fixed total thermal addition to the direct para_aetric variation of e, QE, or rlp

power, PTH, which allows the rate of actinide fission, with MN and Qp, (Fig. 4), this procedure allows

RAcT(kg/yr or mole/yr), to be determined. Since both important plasma parameters like I_, Hip, or ne to be
capture and fission cross sections for an (isotopically)

monitored, as well as Iw(MW/m2), PTH/VBL K, andequilibrium actinide "lump" used to describe (LWR) spent
fuel can be estimated, RACT/VBLK = <_ >CAC T IACT(kg), through the approximate means by which

_/(l+a)gives the product of volume-averaged blanket <O>/S is estimated. The focus of the results reported

too o_x,_ _'_"*' too .... _ ' . •

t q, ms. j..,o .......

0.5 i 1.5 0.5 i 1.5

PLASMA MINOR RAMUS, ap(m) PI.,ASMA MINOR _TU$, ap(m)

Figure 5A. Parametric dependence of key tokamak Figure 5B. Parametric dependence of key tokamak
parameters on plasma minor radius for ST/TTW. parameters on plasma minor radius for SC/TTW.



herein is the configurationally more efficient ST/TTW, multiplication for a given level of plasma performance,

with the SCtTTW cases being carried in comparison when Qp, causes ap to decrease, in accordance to Fig. 5, with
appropriate, the general degradation in most plasma properties being

depicted on Fig. 5 (as required by the need to decrease

Figure 4 has already shown the constraints imposed PFUS for fixed PTH as PFIS increases with increasing
on plasma confinement through the confinement MN). The companion frame in Fig. 6 shows (for the

parameter Hip (for the ST) in accessing specific region of ST/'ITW) the dependence of net-electric power, PE, an Qp
this s- MN- Qp "phase space"; similar constraints for the and MN; the SC/TTW case is similiar in behavior.
SC/TTW are al_o projected. The reason for this behavior Although not a part of this study, from the ability to
is made clearer in subsequent figures, but, generally, for a generate revenue from the sale of net-electtric power (Fig.

given Qp the increase in QE and rlp = (1 - I/QE)TIT H 6B) has strong economic impact for these driven neutron
with increased MN for PTH constrained must be achieved studies. 18

by decreasing ap (decreased PFUS); increased plasma
confinement enhancement factors, Hip, are thereby Since the support of each 1,000-MWe LWR is
needed to maintain the plasma energy balance, measured in terms of the fissioning of 1,363 mole/yr (327

kg/yr) of actinide "lump", the number of LWRs

The consequences of increasing the blanket neutron supported, NSU P, can be determined as a function of MN

energy multiplication for a given Qp while holding the and Q . Typically for Qp -_ 1 and MN > 10, NSUP_- 3-3.5
total thermal power fixed is shown in Fig. 6. Higher LWR_. Although this study base is insufficient for a

performance (i.e., Qp) plasmas for a given blanket meaningful comparison with accelerator-based

multiplication expectedly generate more fusion power, but transmutors, a Qp < 1 TTW with M N < 100 would be
plasmas of all levels of performance converge rapidly to comparable to the support capability of one of the four
zero fusion power as MN increases and kef f approaches blankets being driven by a PB ~ 200-MW accelerator; 18
unity. The .decreasing total fusion power and decreasing the corresponding beam power per blanket module (~ 60

first-wall area reduces the fusion-neutron wall loading, MW) is comparable to PFUS + PINJ for a Qp ~ 1 TTW,
with the two competing effects resulting in a strong as are the engineering Q-values, QE - 3-4 (s -- 0.25 -

decrease in Iw(MW/m 2) as MN is increased for any Qp 0.33).

value; typically for Qp >_ 0.5-1.0 and MN >- 10, Iw/MN = The two frames in Fig. 7 give the dependence of
0.2 MW/m 2 for the ST/TTW and 0.05 MW/m 2 for the actinide inventory, IAcT(tonne), and normalized ratio

SC/TTW case. The net impact on reduced confinement IACqd_SUP on M N and Qp for both ST/TTW and
and the need for increased enhancement factor, Hip, has SC/TTW, with the latter having -50% more inventory.
been shown in Fig. 4. Generally, increased blanket This estimate of TTW actinide inventory is based on the
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Figure 6.A Required fusion power as a function of Qp Figure 6B. Net-electric power as a function of Qp and
and M N. MN.
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Figure 7A. Dependence of ACT inventory on M N and Qp. Figure 7B. Dependence of ACT inventory on MN and
Qp.

assumptions inherent in the estimate of VBL K (re: Sec

III.C.); the assumption that <_)>/S can be predicted by the preliminary nature of this scbping study, however,diffusion theory; and the equilibrium actinide oAC T and
TTWs with MN ~ 80-100 and Qo :g 1.0 indicate a level of

a values used. Give that -. I% of the equilibrium --100- tokamak plasma performance that should be available
tonne core of a 1,000-MWe LWR is actinide, each MN _> from devices now on the drawing board. 1,210, PTH = 3,000 MW LTW requires 2-3 LWR actinide

inventories. This problem of higher inventory may be Lastly, both of the subcritical, driven transmutors

inherent to the more dispersed geometry of a tokamak that being considered (Fig. l), whatever the advantages and
attempts to minimize power requirements (i.e., highest Qp shortcomings of each, must define and defend a niche in a

and MN allowed by plasma confinement constraints), broader hierarchy of options suggested on Fig. l as
while constraining total thermal power to a realistic upper solutions or partial solutions to the problem of radioactive
bound. This inventory projection for the TTW, however, waste (both existing and yet to be generated) and the

is preliminary and is made without either the benefits of concomitant problem of energy generation using the

an optimized FPC conceptual design or more exact safest, most environmentally benign processes. Although
models. Lastly, the impact of exo-blanket inventories for not shown on Fig. l, the chemical processing requiredthese liquid-fuel systems can be serious if not carefully
controlled.19 both before and after transmutation will have a strong

impact 20 on the characteristics (and cost) of the
IV. SUMMARY transmutor and the overall system Reduction Factor, RF,

to be achieved and deemed acceptable; both the efficiency
of neutron production and the geometry in which this

The parametric tradeoffs between blanket neutron production occurs have a strong impact on the
multiplication, MN, plasma performance, Qp, and overall bottom-line parameter. 19,20
plant performance, QE, although possible to conduct

almost independently of the fusion driver, must be REFERENCES
performed in conjunction with model constraints.
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